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About This Content

An extreme motion game in a fantastic universe, Galaxy Force II was a pioneer in pseudo-3D graphics. Use your evasion roll
while shooting missiles to down enemies.

This DLC will add 1 ship, playable in DLC Mode.
You will receive access to 3 special stages designed specially for this ship. (Only scores using this ship will be registered in the

special stages.)
You will also get access to the SEGA pack: 10 newly arranged stages including 3 boss fights, as well as CS PACK 2: 10 stages

from CS mode.
Buying any DLC also lets you use all the DARIUSBURST ships from the base game in the DLC Mode stages.
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Title: DARIUSBURST Chronicle Saviours - Galaxy Force II
Genre: Action
Developer:
Pyramid, Chara-Ani
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: Core 2 Duo E6400

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 Compatible, GeForce 8600GT

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Controller recommended, Monitor over 1280x720 px, refresh rate over 60Hz not supported.

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Russian
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The art concept is followed by Cubeworld which is a part I love. The difficult boss battles for competitive players. And the
different weapons for players to gather to make enemies easier!. Game is on fire. Absolutely fun pacing and genius details.
Action and strategy balance is good and you can find your own style over time. I think it needs season gifts not loot boxes but
it's still ok and not p2w.. 1/2 needs more Florence. awesome game. loved the other two "tasty planet" titles and this one is no
exception.
. I don't really know how to describe the game, but it makes you smile.

I started off skeptical, since the first three or four levels (~30mins) don't offer much (and I am not such a big fan of the level
summary music). But then the game starts surprising you with charming ideas that just spark happiness.

I can't complain about the controls either (maybe because they have been improved in the patches). Maybe if I later try to beat
the time challenges, some little things could be frustrating, but I am also still learning with only 2 hours on the record.

The game is great for having a good time! Go for it!. yuri
+easy achievements

-some weird translations
-short playtime

6/10 a decent game if you're into yuri. playtime is reasonable considering its price. The game was great, which was due in no
small part to the music. Since music makes up a large part of this game, as in the backstory and the atmospheres, it only made
sense to purchase the OST.

A bonus is that No Party for Cao Dong produced No Party for Cao Dong! Besides these game tracks, I'd definitely check out
No Party for Cao Dong's music; their albums and live show are both worth delving into.. Fun game, it needs a bit of work but it
has potential.
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Love it! Dinocide is gloriously 8bit and not afraid to show it! The hunger mechanic took me by surprise but it feels like a much-
needed added difficulty to this (and most other 8bit games). I got the game by donating to the Jingle Jam 
(https://www.humblebundle.com/yogscast-jingle-jam).

Here's my take on the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZSE7Lry2wo&list=PLySWle9ZKHFhWj6O1PfH3hapblV1e7MlI&index=11. Decent
game, but not exactly there yet, I am still looking for the perfect pirate-strategy game.. Worth the download 100%. Nice game,
very fun!. This game crushes (pun intended) 4th Wall not only with story but also with design itself, you get what you see -
essence of old RTS genre mixed with humor and few new features.
Great title for all RTS oldboys and PixelArt fans, also pretty good for everybody else (preferably mobile version, so you can
"crush your enemies" when poopin or on way to work).
Additionally multiplayer lets you verify how strong your friendship is, because ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥gery is a key to victory in PvP.

TL:DR version:
Simple rules, good music, funny story and more missions than I expected.. Fantastic gem of a game. About 2 hours to finish the
story but could be finished quicker. I would pay for DLC. Well done!. get's really boring REEEAAAAL quick. for a sandbox
game just about the gameplay, there is barely anything to do. everything this game has to offer, i got sick of within the first half
hour, yet i played it for 4 hours because i wanted to enjoy it. thus it is not worth your money, spend on a better game. (last i
checked this game isn't even really cheap either.).. Twisted Metal meats Trackmainia in this long awaited game revival. Still
waiting for CrashDay 2 though!!! Nice throw back to the early 2000's. I would recommend this game even being dated like it is
beause its still FUN!!!! Mods work from the Steamworks shop as well. Did a video if you want to check it out here:
https://youtu.be/WP6-cY0fCdU
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